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Winter Christmas Holiday Greetings from  

James DeMeo and OBRL 

 

 
Wintertime Scene at the Orgone Biophysical Research Lab (OBRL) 

In the Siskiyou Mountains, near Ashland, Oregon, USA 

 

It has been a full year since our last Newsletter, due to a very 

busy work-schedule.  Here’s what’s been going on at OBRL, 

and what’s in store for the future. 



1. New Book by James DeMeo  
  * A newly expanded and 3rd Revised 2010 edition of 
The Orgone Accumulator Handbook is now available. 
Subtitled Wilhelm Reich’s Life-Energy Discoveries and 

Healing Tools for the 21
st
 Century, With Construction 

Plans, this new edition is 100 pages larger than prior 
editions, with many new photographs and diagrams 

taken from OBRL research projects and Prof. DeMeo’s 
published works.  The book summarizes Dr. Wilhelm 
Reich’s discovery of the orgone energy and his major 
experimental confirmations, with references to con-

firming studies by contemporary research scientists. It 
carries two Appendix documents, one being a German 
university study proving the effects of the orgone 
energy accumulator on human physiology, and another 
detailing evidence for the cosmic ether of space, with 
comparisons to Reich’s orgone energy and the current 
ideas on “dark matter”.  The book has new sections on 
full-spectrum lighting, and on orgone-charged, blue-
glowing living water used as a therapy at health spas 
and natural hot springs today, and in history. This new 
edition carries updated information on the best 

materials for orgone accumulator construction, with full construction plans 
for top-notch orgone blankets and accumulator boxes, plus a chapter section 

presenting New Research on the Persecution and Death of Wilhelm Reich. 

 
The Orgone Accumulator Handbook. Wilhelm Reich's Life-Energy 

Discoveries and Healing Tools for the 21st Century, with Construction 

Plans.   Newly Revised and Expanded 2010 Edition.  by James DeMeo, PhD     
Foreword by Eva Reich, MD   Appendix by Stefan Müschenich, MD 
ISBN: 978-0980231632     Softcover   5.5" x 8.5"  262 pages     
Retail Price  $26.95 US, plus shipping.  Available in the USA from the 
OBRL online bookstore:   http://www.naturalenergyworks.net 

 
Non-USA orders are available from most international Amazon websites, 
such as amazon.co.uk, amazon.ca, amazon.it or amazon.de. 
 

 
 



2.  Another New Book by James DeMeo: 
* Publication of a 1979 field research study 
confirming Wilhelm Reich’s atmospheric research.  
Preliminary Analysis of Changes in Kansas 

Weather Coincidental to Experimental Operations 
with a Reich Cloudbuster.  
This is a work of historical significance, an 

experimental study reproducing parts of the late Dr. 
Wilhelm Reich's controversial atmospheric research, 
specifically the technique of Cosmic Orgone 

Engineering (or “cloudbusting”). This study took 
place in the late 1970s at the University of Kansas, 

Geography-Meteorology Department, as part of the author's graduate-level 
research, demonstrating changes in cloud cover and rainfall across the state 
of Kansas as the apparatus was operated. Reich's original findings had been 
dismissed as “impossible” by the scientific community of his day, stirring up 
such outrage that his writings were literally banned and burned by Federal 
bureaucrats, who also threw Reich into prison on fabricated charges, where 
he died in 1957. This particular study was the first university-level 
investigation into the most extreme of Reich's claims - of an atmospheric 

energy which could be affected by his cloudbuster invention to bring rains 
over widespread areas, even during droughts or in deserts. The study verified 
Reich's claims. This publication of the original study also includes a major 
separate work as an Appendix, Evidence for the Existence of a Principle of 

Atmospheric Continuity, which makes the argument for a renewed 
examination of the old cosmic-ether of space, as a parallel concept to Reich's 
orgone energy discovery. It also reviews similar inexplicable long-distance 
energetic phenomenon in the natural world which require a similar 
mechanism, such as solar-terrestrial phenomenon. 
 
Preliminary Analysis of Changes in Kansas Weather Coincidental to 

Experimental Operations with a Reich Cloudbuster.    With the Appendix: 
Evidence for a Principle of Atmospheric Continuity.   

And a New Preface, 2010.  by James DeMeo, PhD 
ISBN: 978-0962185540     8.5" x 11"  186 pages 
Retail Price  $59.95 US plus shipping.  Limited Edition Hardcover. 
Available in the USA from the OBRL online bookstore:   
http://www.naturalenergyworks.net   Non-USA orders are also available 
from most international Amazon websites, such as amazon.co.uk, 
amazon.ca, amazon.it or amazon.de. 



3. Two New Journal Articles by James DeMeo  

 

 
*  Prof. James DeMeo’s article, "Following the 
Red Thread of Wilhelm Reich: A Personal 
Adventure", was recently published in the 
October-December 2010 issue of Edge Science 

journal (p.11-16), produced by the Society for 

Scientific Exploration. Copies of the full issue 
are available as a free PDF download, from 
here: http://www.edgescience.org/   
The article alone may be downloaded from 
here:  0.5 MB PDF Download 

 
 

 
*  Another article by Prof. DeMeo, "Experimental Confirmation of the Reich 
Orgone Accumulator Thermal Anomaly", recently appeared in the peer-
reviewed journal Subtle Energies and Energy Medicine, 20(3):1-16, 2010, as 
published by the International Society for the Study of Subtle Energy and 

Energy Medicine (ISSSEEM).  This paper reported the results of a multi-
year experiment confirming Reich’s To-T thermal anomaly observations.  
Copies are available by subscription only: 
http://www.issseem.org/journal.cfm 
 
 
4. New Translations of Saharasia Summary Article 

Two new translations, in Italian and Korean, are now available as free PDF 
downloads, of Prof. DeMeo’s summary article on the Saharasia discovery.  
A big thanks to the translators, Daniela Enrico Bamberg, and Nuri Kim: 
 
* Italian Translation:  "The Origins and Diffusion of Patrism in Saharasia, 
4000 BCE: Evidence for a Worldwide, Climate-Linked Geographical Pattern 

in Human Behavior", Internet Publication only: 
http://www.orgonelab.org/saharasia_it.htm 

 
* Korean Translation:  "The Origins and Diffusion of Patrism in Saharasia, 
4000 BCE: Evidence for a Worldwide, Climate-Linked Geographical Pattern 
in Human Behavior", Internet Publication only: 
http://www.orgonelab.org/saharasia_kr.pdf 



5.  Space Energy Conference, Seoul, South Korea 

Prof. DeMeo also was an invited speaker at a recent Conference on Space 

Energy held in Seoul, South Korea, on October 6th. The event was 
organized through the Korea Research Group for Space Energy, the Korean 

Institute for Science and Technology, and UNEP Korea.   His lecture was on 
"Experimental Confirmation of Wilhelm Reich's Life-Energy Research". 
 

 
 
Special thanks to Prof. Hyun-Won Kim of Yonsei University, and Prof. Gun 
Woong Bahng of the Korean Research Institute for Space Sciences for their 
kind invitation and hospitality.  Details on the Conference are found in both 
Korean and English on the website of the Seoul Life Energy Center:  

http://www.spaceenergy.co/index-en.php 
Prof. DeMeo also gave an invited introductory presentation on the orgone 
accumulator to Electrical Engineering students at Yonsei University in 
Seoul. 
 
 
6. Color Bion Photos Now Available in Article Reprint 

One of Prof. DeMeo’s older articles, "Bion-Biogenesis Research and 
Seminars at OBRL: Progress Report" from Heretic's Notebook  2002,  
carried quite a few black and white photo-images.  This paper was recently 
republished with the original color images, available now as a free 1 MB 
PDF Download, for public distribution.  The color article is also now 
available as Turkish-Language PDF Download.  A big thanks to Serdar L. 
Cetin, for making the Turkish translation. 



7. New Evidence on the Persecution and Death of Wilhelm Reich 

The new 2010 edition of the Orgone Accumulator Handbook (Point #1, 
above) carries a new chapter section on this subject, which has also been 
posted to internet.   Here: 
 

New Evidence on the Persecution and Death of Wilhelm Reich 

http://www.orgonelab.org/ReichPersecution.htm 

 
The article summarizes new evidence that Reich's major detractors were, 
just as Reich declared, and as previously documented in Jim Martin’s book 
Wilhelm Reich and the Cold War, Communist Party operatives and even 
members of Soviet/KGB-controlled spy rings, working clandestinely in the 
USA.  It also exposes efforts by the NKVD -- the early forerunner of the 
KGB -- to track down and spy upon Reich during his time in Scandinavia.  
One of Reich’s Copenhagen associates was eventually arrested and sent off 
to disappear in the Soviet gulag death-camps.  Internal Soviet documents, 
unearthed from Archives after the collapse of the Soviet Union, inaccurately 
declared Reich to be one of the much-hated “Trotsky-ists”.  The article 
exposes how the worst and most ugly smear articles attacking Reich in the 
1940s and 1950s were penned by Comintern activists for publication in 

magazines run by KGB operatives, how the top FDA field inspector in 
charge of the Reich investigation was himself a probable Communist mole, 
along with other alarming details.  The article also indicates how one of 
Reich's own attorneys was, unbeknownst to him, literally up to his eyeballs 
in Communist Party activities, with clear Soviet sympathies. 

The web-based version of this article provides a PDF download link 
to a related article by John Wilder “CSICOP, Time Magazine and Wilhelm 
Reich”, as taken from Pulse of the Planet #5 (Heretic's Notebook).  You can 
get that here:   http://www.orgonelab.org/WilderOnTimeCSICOP.pdf 
Wilder’s article extends the analysis to expose the hard-left and even 
Stalinist backgrounds of many of the contemporary Reich-haters. 

In short, the old idea that Reich was destroyed by “American right-
wingers” and “Christian McCarthy-ites” and such, is shown to be false at its 

core.  It was Red Fascists (and not typically moderate conservatives, nor 
old-fashioned anti-socialist liberals) who bear the primary responsibility for 
Reich's destruction, the same kind of people who today continue attacking 
Reich's research legacy and modern-day orgonomic research.  Their major 
social identifications are the left-oriented and mud-slinging “skeptic” groups 
and their socialist allies in authoritarian Big Medicine.   These articles are 
now available for free and open sharing internationally.  



Of related interest, here is a controversial essay by Prof. DeMeo, also 
recently posted to the OBRL website:  
 

Karl Marx and Friedrich Engels: 

Advocating Slavery, Racism, Ethnic Hatreds, War and Genocide 

Mocking Justice, Freedom, Democracy and Equality 

Contempt for the Poor, Workers, Farmers, Moderates 

The Hidden History of Marx and Engels. 

http://www.orgonelab.org/MarxEngelsQuotes.htm 

 

 

8. An Open Letter on the Chemtrail Claims 

 
October 13, 2010 
Dear (deleted), 
 
If I could find even one major component of the chemtrail claims that was 
supported by proofs or anything solidly empirical or scientific, I might have 
more sympathy for it. But I cannot, and have a low confidence that you or 
anyone else could provide anything which withstands serious scrutiny. 

The “chemtrail” advocates also today include more outright fraud and 
photoshopped fabrications in their inventory of claims.  See here:  
http://contrailscience.com/fake-hoax-chemtrail-videos/ 
This contrailscience.com website is the best one I know of to address the 
issue from an empirical and scientific viewpoint. May I suggest, you spend 
an evening reading it. The whole thing. 

These “chemtrail” claims are also pure poison for orgonomy, given 
the frequent references to Wilhelm Reich in the “chembuster” and 
“orgonite” “solutions” being claimed in the “battle against chemtrails”, or 
against “shape-shifting space reptilians”.   You will remember my own 
webpage covering that aspect of the subject: 
 http://www.orgonelab.org/chemtrails.htm 

Rather than believing in unproven government conspiracies about 

chemtrails, which require tens of thousands of people to lie and supposedly 
poison and kill their own loved ones and countrymen, I would suggest to 
apply your PhD-level capacities and consider it is the smaller number of 
chemtrail advocates who are the big liars and fraudsters, cherry-picking 
whatever they find convenient from classical medicine or air pollution 
research, concocting wild claims and photoshopping fake photos and videos, 
and other things to support their own grand conspiracy to sell plenty of 



books and DVDs to all-too-willing believers. In this regard, it is not too 
different from the widespread 911 conspiracy theories, about an “inside 
job”, or about the “evil Americans using HAARP to create the Indonesian 
tsunami”, or whatever natural disaster happens around the planet. And by no 
accident, the same people and websites promoting “chemtrails” frequently 
promote those other things. 

I just did a small experiment, a Google search on various words 

related to these issues, and showing the following numbers of weblinks 
which came up for each of them: 

 
“chemtrails” 2,800,000 weblinks  
“chemtrails + orgone” 200,000 weblinks  
“orgonite” 67,600 weblinks  
“chemtrails + chembuster” 49,300 weblinks  
“chemtrails + wilhelm reich” 43,700 weblinks  
“Montauk Project” 38,900 weblinks 
“Wilhelm Reich” 396,000 weblinks  
“orgone energy accumulator” 89,500 weblinks  
“emotional plague” 66,200 weblinks  
“orgonomy” 28,900 weblinks  

“cancer biopathy” 14,400 weblinks  
“infant trauma” 13,500 weblinks  
“Wilhelm Reich Museum” 3,920 weblinks  
“desert dusts” 2,020 weblinks  
“bionous disintegration” 282 weblinks 
 
What this tells me is, orgonomy is being increasingly re-defined by 
concocted mystical nonsense, and that more people want a de-sexualized 
orgone energy without social or personal consequences, integrated into 
fantastic conspiracy theories about shape-shifting space alien reptiles, than 
who want the original and full measure of Wilhelm Reich’s natural science. 
 
Best wishes, 

James DeMeo, PhD 
 
PS. Along similar lines, the distortion “WR Mysteries of the Organism” 
brings up 1,210,000 weblinks, while Reich’s “Function of the Orgasm” 
brings up 753,000.   
 
 



9.  Plan ahead for the Summer 2011 New Research in Orgonomy 

Conference, which will take place in Karavomilos, Fthiotida (Fthiotis), in 
Central Greece, in August 2011.  Check here for details and updates:    
http://www.orgonomyconference.org 

 
10. Free PDF Download of Offshoots of Orgonomy back issues. 

The #2 issue of Offshoots of Orgonomy was 

recently posted to the OBRL website, 
available for free downloading as a 40.5 MB 
PDF.  This publication was produced by the 
late Lois Wyvell, Wilhelm Reich's personal 
secretary, who passed away in 2005.  The 
publication sold only a limited number of 
copies, and the remaining inventory sat in 
boxes in a basement location for several 
years, before being rescued, cleaned up and 
offered again to the public, courtesy of 
Marjorie Grubb, Joe Heckman, Theirrie 
Cook and James DeMeo.   

A total of 15 issues were published, 

filled with interesting articles by both professionals and laypeople, students 
of orgonomy and "old hands" familiar with Reich's work over decades. The 
first two issues, #1 and #2, sold out some time back, so both of those are 
now available for a free download the OBRL bookstore.  Here:  
http://www.naturalenergyworks.net 
Go to the above web-link, and scan down on the left-hand side list for 
Offshoots of Orgonomy.  The other issues #3 - #15, which are collector’s 
items, remain available for purchase at a modest price.   
 

 

11.  OBRL YouTube Videos Continue to Gain Interest 

The video on “Wilhelm Reich and the Orgone Energy” now has over 
170,000 views.  If you haven’t done so already, take a look: 

* Wilhelm Reich and the Orgone Energy 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sPV-JExUPns 
Related:  * John Ott: Exploring the Spectrum 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bw6hcTGND3c 
Another YouTube video is now in preparation, on the subject of James 
DeMeo’s Saharasia discovery and book, available in 2011. 



12. OBRL-News Tweets on Twitter 

As another social experiment, we have set up the OBRL-News postings to 
automatically post out their titles on Twitter, which will also produce 
weblinks for downloading of the full items from the OBRL-News webblog.  
If you wish to get those Twitter tweets, then sign up using this weblink: 

http://twitter.com/DrJamesDeMeo 
If you already have a twitter account, you can then login and add your name 

to the list for the account of:     DrJamesDeMeo 
The same items will continue to go out on the OBRL-News e-mail system at 
Yahoo Groups.  http://tech.groups.yahoo.com/group/OBRL-News-Bulletin 
 

Happy tweeting. 
 
 
13. Harvest Moon Photo, 23 Sept. 2010, from the OBRL Observatory 

 

 
Click here for a larger image:  
http://www.orgonelab.org/graphics/Observatory/Moon23Sep2010.jpg 
 
More to come, as we gear up for a project to photograph the “blueness of 
space”.   
 



14.  On-Going Research at OBRL  

 

Various research projects continue at OBRL, though we have very little new 
to report on them beyond what was reported in our last OBRL Newsletter 
#22  from December 2009.  It is suggested to review that Newsletter issue as 
background to what is given below.  You can download that issue separately 
from here:  

http://www.orgonelab.org/OBRLNewsletter/22OBRLDecember2009.pdf 
 
 
* Spectrographic Research at OBRL   Work continues on a project to 
document the effects of the orgone energy accumulator upon water and other 
liquids.  OBRL obtained in late 2008 an Ocean Optics UV-VIS 
Spectrophotometer, with a range of 200 to 900 nm.  Preliminary efforts 
produced no apparent results, but suggested the standard 1-cm cuvettes were 
too narrow to allow for sufficient interaction of the various spectral 
frequencies in what was a too-small solution.   Consequently,  in 2009, we 
obtained a stronger selective multi-spectral light source for fluorescence 
spectrometry.  Special new UV-transparent cuvettes of 10-cm length were 
also obtained, to give a longer light-path for evaluation of water samples. 

Evaluations now continue on the change in water structure as charged inside 
an orgone energy accumulator.  Some preliminary tests have been made in 
this direction, but also with mixed result to date.  The spectrometer itself at 
one point malfunctioned, requiring us to learn a complex procedure to re-
load its firmware.  A cooperative experiment was also made with Roberto 
Maglione, on spectral shifts within chemical mixtures, such as organic acids 
in ethanol, as per a paper presented by him at the 2009 OBRL Conference on 

New Research in Orgonomy (see the Abstract booklet for 2009, which can 
be downloaded from the Conference webpage, described above in Point #9 
above).  Prof. DeMeo is now attempting to replicate the effect.  
 
* Delayed Experimental Analysis   Several extended experiments run over 
several years were terminated in 2008-2009, but still have not been 

subjected to a data analysis.  OBRL has no permanent laboratory staff to 
assist in such projects, which delays presentation of results.  These include 
review of data from a sensitive “stationary GPS” experiment, for a possible 
ether-drift sidereal-day signal.  Data analysis also is necessary for several 
years of a NaI crystal scintillation experiment conducted inside a strong 
orgone accumulator.  The scintillation counters are similar to what is used in 
“dark matter” and also “bio-photon” experiments.  



* Ongoing Orgone-Charged GM “VACOR” Radiation Experiments 
Over the last five years, a constant orgone charging of GM-type radiation-
detection equipment has taken place at OBRL, within our large orgone 
accumulator darkroom.  These experiments have produced a constant 
anomaly starting during the second year of charging, yielding anomalously 
high reactions in the hundreds or thousands of counts per minute (CPM), 
when by nature they should only be one or several CPM.  During the recent 

years of low sunspots, however, the reactions nearly vanished.  Now that 
some sunspots and solar activity has resumed, the VACOR-GM counters 
have also slowly resumed in activity, sometimes showing decidedly 
increased reaction over the same days when a large sunspot moves across 
the Sun.  This is highly anomalous.  All these effects – the higher CPM 
reactivity when charged inside orgone accumulators during high sunspot 
periods, and the relative vanishing of effects during periods of low sunspots  
-- were firstly noted by Wilhelm Reich, and are anomalous to classical 
physics.   
 
*  Continuing High-Vacuum VACOR Experiments   These were reported a 
bit in our last Newsletter.  Investigations continue, though we have nothing 
exacting to report at this time.   Below is a photograph made from several 

years ago, which was a confirmation of Reich’s own photos of lumination 
within orgone-charged high-vacuum tubes.  This effect occurred in our 
experiments without the application of any external electrical power, only 
through gentle hand-stroking of the tube. 
 

 
 

Blue-Glowing Orgone-Charged High-Vacuum Tube 

 



* Orgone Accumulator Electrostatic Experiments 
As described previously, we are seeking a method for making extended 
measurements of the charge density inside an orgone accumulator, as 
compared to the outside.   One of Dr. Reich’s original observations was that 
a standard static electroscope would yield a slower discharge rate inside an 
orgone accumulator as compared to outside of it.  OBRL has very good 
electroscopes and this effect has been repeatedly replicated, though requiring 

the experimenter to sit quietly with the instrument over long periods.  We 
have automated some of the procedures, making the measurements more 
reliable and precise, notably by adding several “photogate” detectors to a 
standard static electroscope, by which the subtle time-of-descent motion of  
the deflector arm of the instrument can be measured down to fractions of a 
second.   However, a skilled instrument-maker is required to develop a fully-
automated apparatus. 
 

 
Kolbe-type Elecroscope, with Vernier Photogates.  Used for 

precision measurement of the time of spontaneous 

discharge.  Still one of the best instruments for monitoring 

of charge-density inside the orgone accumulator.  

 
One interesting aspect which developed from our work, using different 
voltmeters to see if they could substitute for the static electroscope, was the 
detection of the well-known Carnegie Curve of global atmospheric electrical 

potential, which shows a basic whole-earth pulsation with a maxima around 
19 hours Universal Time (UT), and a minima around 3 hours UT. 



15.  The OBRL Archives - Research 

 
* OBRL has nearly completed making digital copies of audiotape recordings 
of various lectures by scientists and physicians following in Reich’s track.  
These will be added to the growing list of items in the OBRL Archive. 
 
*  OBRL is now starting the in-house digital transfer and preservation of 

James DeMeo's own massive Hi8 videotape archives, which cover his 
extensive experimental and field work projects, plus various lectures and 
seminars, as undertaken since the 1980s. 
 
*  OBRL is organizing now to render into digital format the Archaeological-
Historical Data Archive created by Prof. James DeMeo during his 
undergraduate years at the University of Kansas.  That unique material is 
composed of over 10,000 individual index cards, each of which contains 
notes on historical events related to human behavior, at specific times and 
locations, by which one can assess the flux and flow of social peace and 
violence around the world.  This will require hiring of a typist for data entry 
into the FileMaker program.  Later on, this same data, and other data used by 
Prof. DeMeo in the creation of his Saharasia world maps, will be used to 

create a dynamical on-line geographical information system.  
 
* Soon, OBRL will open its library and archive materials to members of the 
public engaged in authentic research on the subject of Wilhelm Reich and 
Orgonomy, via an application process.  An announcement with details will 
be forthcoming in early 2011.  
 
 
16. Once More, About the OBRL On-Line Bookstore.   

  Our Books are Wonderful for Christmas Gifts! 

Natural Energy Works, the mail-order and on-line bookstore for OBRL, has 
a selection of books on innovative scientific discoveries & heresies, avoiding 
the usual mystical mumbo-jumbo, all by solid research scientists, including 

works by Wilhelm Reich, Harold Burr, Giorgio Piccardi, James DeMeo ... a 
"Who's Who" list of the banished and nearly forgotten scientists of the 20th 
Century, whose work will hopefully guide the 21st. Also there is a great 
selection of electromagnetic field meters, the new Experimental Life Energy 
Meter, and much more. Come browse the website offerings at your leisure 
and get those items you always wanted. 

http://www.naturalenergyworks.net 



17. Please Consider Making a Donation, or Bequest in your Will 

All the projects and research, the construction and equipment purchases 
described in our Newsletters and on our website, were made possible only 
by generous donations from people like yourself.  Please consider to make a 
donation to our research and activities.  Rather than preparing the usual 
fundraising letter, we invite you to review James DeMeo’s four decades of 
experimental research and educational programs, by reviewing his 

publications and lectures over the years, as listed here: 
 http://www.orgonelab.org/demeopubs 
and also the materials in the various OBRL-Quarterly Newsletters.  They are 
available as PDF downloads, from here:  
 http://www.orgonelab.org/OBRLNewsletter.htm 
 

OBRL Funding Request 

Orgone Biophysical Research Lab 

Special Announcement 

Funding OBRL's Fourth Decade of Work 

http://www.orgonelab.org/donate 
Your Support is Needed Now 

DONATE ONLINE 

http://www.orgonelab.org/donate 
 

Donating online is easy and secure and also keeps our administrative 
costs down.  OBRL is a 501(c)(3) status organization, and your donation is 
tax-deductible.  Please also consider to remember OBRL in your bequests. 
 

 

18. Due to the high costs of printing and mailing, Internet and  

email are today our primary communications methods. 

 
Switch to OBRL-Quarterly or OBRL-News  

(if you have not already done so)  

Help us to keep you informed.   Go here and add your email address: 

http://www.orgonelab.org/OBRLNewsletter.htm 

 

The same information presented on OBRL-Quarterly is also reproduced on 
the more-frequent OBRL-News, which additionally presents more 
controversial materials.  OBRL-News items are also posted to the OBRL-
News Blog, which you can visit at your leisure, here: 
http://obrl.blogspot.com/ 



 

Thanks very much for your interest and support! 

 

Best wishes for the Christmas holidays, and New Year. 

 
James DeMeo, Ph.D. 
Director of OBRL 
 

 
The Orgone Biophysical Research Lab 

Ashland, Oregon, USA 
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